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"purge the Tauren" in the healing process. The Tauren is a tiny Light

healing process. The Tauren is a tiny Light Seed in the AzurA (associated

to restore the Tauren to its natural configuration in order to do a successful
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it birthed the tauren light seed. We introduced these from Tenerife workshop so if

is called the tauren living light seed. The only reason we are going back

going back to tauren is there"s something very important about understanding the structure
of

you have the tauren, you have the 3 outer sparks and then you have

center of the tauren and that structure becomes extremely important as we go up

formation of the tauren and its core photogenerator cell. That"s the tauren when its

cell. That"s the tauren when its in its expanded or relaxed phase. When it

process whereby the tauren begins to generate spark pulse currents that allow for quantum

the single little tauren light seed all the way out through to what becomes

you of the tauren and when it squeezes tight it pulses and once it
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are in the tauren and each have a different type of ether gels, different

are inside the tauren. It"s the process of partiki units phasing through the partikE

through the partikE tauren that create the sparks that allow for quantum generation, and

seed of the tauren. Later these will become much bigger structures. We have 9

without all the tauren around it, looking just at the gelesiac layers now inside

out inside the tauren inside, where you had the inner layers inside itself and

relation to the tauren ... oh by the way too I wanted to point

center of the tauren which is the small one, this is the key generating
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structures inside the Tauren begin the process of the formation of the things that
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you have the Tauren form with its partikE in the center. So, everything is

pulsing of the tauren. They build up into Takeyons, and Takeyons unite and form

I believe the Tauren goes back in, and it replicates. It creates the first

They created the Tauren from their interactions together. Then, through the generation of the

generation of the Tauren, with the partikE in the center, this creates the first

pulsing of the Tauren, through the geleziac layers in the partikE center, and they
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remember what the Tauren is, and what it does, where it"s photogenerator cells is,
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before, in our Taurens. But what we haven"t done yet is activate the partEkE

partikE of the Tauren, that is a good example of what happens in the
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templates inside the Tauren that become the PartEkE templates. These words are driving me

they form the Tauren. The triad is on this axis, the zero point axis.

that form the Tauren body. Remember, the center part of the Tauren body is

part of the Tauren body is the photo generator cell of the PartikE. So,

PartikE. So, the Tauren is on axis one. Every time a thing goes through

axis of the Tauren. That"s considered the number one axis, axis one, the zero

would be the Tauren. The Tauren goes through a pulse cycle of 12 harmonic

the Tauren. The Tauren goes through a pulse cycle of 12 harmonic key cycles,
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from the first Tauren. We"re not going to go through this every time. You

center of the Tauren. You have six partiki and six partiki that forms the
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before when the Tauren is created. Then you have the Starborn cycle. Now there"s

cycle, where the Tauren is born. Number two, you have the Starborn cycle up

just like the Tauren expanded and contracted, or contracted and expanded ... when it

was with the Tauren. 12 contraction/expansion/contraction/expansion, each time making
sparks in

cycle, where the Tauren was created -the light seed cycle. Then we had
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Starseed cycle. The Tauren light seed is born at the end of it. That

birth of the Tauren living light seed. Way back, we started that in Tenerife.

that was the Tauren axis 1 to Tauren axis 1/9, because it comes

axis 1 to Tauren axis 1/9, because it comes back to one and
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birth of the Tauren. You have Takeyon cycle 1, Takeyon cycle 2, Takeyon 3,
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dealt with the Tauren on a vertical axis, with one ball on top and

atom, from the Tauren to the seed atom, that is on, say, vertical axis.
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just like the Tauren. It has one ball on top and two down below.

down to the tauren. This goes for each layer of the body, each layer

configuration as the Tauren did in the first creation cycles. Now what the prana

that creates the Tauren, that kind of thing. When the prana seed phases, it
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inside of the Tauren, they were called fire lines, or key lines. That"s where

keys, when the Tauren pulsed, it made sparks, and they sparks aligned along the

of how the Tauren used to pulse, where it would contract and expand. Every

bigger than the Tauren was - we"re talking about the larger body now, and
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with activating the Tauren light seed. That"s the first part for the first creation

that forms the Tauren. And after nine different things that happen that builds the

level with the Tauren. We started the process of trying to heal our Tauren.

to heal our Tauren. We got the Indigo Shield Tauren activated in the right

the Indigo Shield Tauren activated in the right way, but it takes a while

body than the Tauren light seed would be. So, you have the Tauren light

you have the Tauren light seed way back in the less densities, then you

would have a Tauren even for the Rashalae level, cause each level does get

does get a Tauren but even at the level, that level is the partiki

just like the Tauren would be, the Tauren light seed. But its top ball

would be, the Tauren light seed. But its top ball would have an axis
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simultaneously with the Tauren Cycle (1st Day) which eventually births the Diad (

Day 1: The Tauren births with: The YunasA (Rosetta Sun) on Day 9

• After the Tauren is born at the center ofthe ELum-Eiradhona it goes

is where the Tauren goes in to replicate its quantum. The Tauren comes back

its quantum. The Tauren comes back out as itself, but also has the Diad
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PartikE of the Tauren is based on the larger structure of the ELum-Eiradhona

Cells (the Tauren, Diad, Miad, Monad, AmOrA Hub Cell, Adon, Edon and Aton)
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Eiradhona and the Tauren on Day 1, after the first SEda Cycle. • Before

(From the Tauren, the Diad, the Miad, the Monad, the AmOrA Hub Cell,
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1 with the Tauren Light Seed and the YunasA? (a) The Aton. (
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learned that the Tauren was born and then the Tauren gave birth to the

and then the Tauren gave birth to the Diad and the Diad to the

is born, the Tauren Light Seed is born at its center. So, that is
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portions of the Tauren, and the Tauren pulses and it sparks and it makes

Tauren, and the Tauren pulses and it sparks and it makes collections of sparks
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"and the Tauren is born", yeah, but there"s a lot of things that

Sparks before the Tauren is born. And this is where ... this is the
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Triad, to the Tauren, to the birth of the Tauren. And then we learned

birth of the Tauren. And then we learned about, Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane,
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birth of the Tauren, and the whole Spirit Body forms in through this part,
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what becomes the Tauren, we will also find it as the structure of the
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TUr-Na and Tauren Living Light Seed. First, that whole structure of the REisha-
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38:41] The Tauren Light Seed-Eternal Life Ec-Ka-Sha God Seed Anyway,
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we have the Tauren-that starts to do something. It starts to do what

we have the Tauren that birthed out with the Elum-Eiradhona. The Tauren contracts,



Elum-Eiradhona. The Tauren contracts, and, when it contracts, its little geleziac balls rub

see first the Tauren and its three En a. And the center one is

spheres of the Tauren. And then we have the center one, which is the
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Takeyon Cycle, the Tauren Cycle. And then, at that point, they all pull in
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of, like, the Tauren and the Miad and the Diad, Monad; through the Rasha

starts, and the Tauren and the full Spirit Body, ELum-Eiradhona: that is when

is when the Tauren is going through its first cycle. That is when the
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starts with the Tauren; the Tauren had 3 Partiki. The Diad has 6 (

the Tauren; the Tauren had 3 Partiki. The Diad has 6 (Partiki)-so
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Pulsing of the Tauren-Keylona Spark Generation I have to go fast, yea ...
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PartikE at the Tauren, which actually came from the larger structure that is inherent
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this is the Tauren, and when it finishes it"s Takeyon Cycle, then it would

starting with the Tauren. So the Tauren would be the 1st Day of Creation.

Tauren. So the Tauren would be the 1st Day of Creation. It goes through
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Cycle, while the Tauren was doing its 151 Phasing. That is the Rasha Gestation
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You had the Tauren that birthed there (Day-1) and then on Day-
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birthed from the Tauren to the Diad to the Miad to the Monad to
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time ago: the Tauren, the Aundanc, the Yunasai, the A urn, and the Breneau
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Cycle and the Tauren First Cycle that is the Gestation Cycle, and then you
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we"d have the Tauren; we"d have the Diad; the Miad and the Monad; the
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pg 543 The Tauren Light Seed- Eternal Life Ec-Ka-Sha God Seed. .
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DN-1 "Tauren," DN-2 "Soul," and DN-3 "OverSoul" identity
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which form the Tauren with the PartikE at its centre Now, remembering the structure

here of the Tauren and PartikE. The PartikE phases and in phasing it create

Partikl of the Tauren and the PartikE. There are 9 inner geleziac layers that

inside of the Tauren and it"s 3 Partikl with the PartikE centre These are
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first one the Tauren, the Tauren pulses, every time it pulses it makes sets

the Tauren, the Tauren pulses, every time it pulses it makes sets ofsparks-Keylona

started with the Tauren because there is something that is interesting about planets that

sparks from the Tauren- progressively build quantum, they build into radiation units, core
radiation
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1, of the Tauren inside the Partikl unit- those geleziac radiation layers, that is

birth of the Tauren and phasing creates the key generation cycles. So inside again
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centre of the Tauren and the keys and all that This is the beginning
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of your little Tauren light seed, but it is happening literally within the entire
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part 2, the Tauren. And understanding again, really quick review of the geleziac layers,

point of the Tauren-the center unit of the Tauren, so these geleziac layers,



unit of the Tauren, so these geleziac layers, if you have a planet it
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inside of the Tauren, the little PartikE unit, is actually amplified outward and becomes

seed in the Tauren light seed, becomes the actual massive structure that is the
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that form the Tauren light seed. [graph] All right, the Tauren Living Light

All right, the Tauren Living Light seed was this. Now there"s the first three

to understanding the Tauren which led to understanding the process of Harmonic Key
Formation,

sparks in the Tauren and the center unit that forms through the interaction of

cell in the Tauren light cell. And it is the process of the Tauren,

process of the Tauren, of the three Partiki around it, pulling into, pulsing into
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sparks of the Tauren. So, the nine inner and six outer geleziac layers are

birth of the Tauren Living Light seed. That is the pattern that later becomes

would have the Tauren light seed and then the Rosetta that builds up through

graph] When the Tauren pulses, it pulls in. When it"s in its expanded state,

... the whole Tauren unit shrinks and then it pulses back out and it

relation to the Tauren light seed and its three Partiki units and its PartikE,

relation to the Tauren, that it is at the center of [graph] Next
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of the microcosmic Tauren Living Light seed and its PartikE, it is the same

states of the Tauren light seed. We have the 9, 8, 7, 6, 5,

of our tiny Tauren light seeds, these become physically manifest conditions, or parts of
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Light that the Tauren forms There are also the six outer layers that are

spread into the Tauren. Now this is speaking just in terms of the microcosmic

of the microcosmic Tauren Light Seed. When these go into the larger structures, each

inside of the Tauren that is composed ofPartiki units. So, this is all part

went through the Tauren, we went through key phasing and all of that to

axis of the Tauren-that the T auren is on. And it"s at that

that, that the Tauren Light Seed gives birth to the Par-TE"-KEi dark

inside of the Tauren Living Light Seed and they have a similar characteristic of-
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replication that the Tauren Light Seed goes through where it goes through pulsing to

pulses of the Tauren create how many sparks. Those sparks align together to form

PartikE of a Tauren Light Unit-that"s in the microcosm-when we take the

reversal of its Tauren and the activation of the Threshold grids-the Threshold Metatronic

so the Earth"s Tauren Light Seed, at its core, cannot activate, but Urtha"s can.
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inside of your Tauren Light Seed, but also large, in terms of your entire

PartikE at the Tauren, there"s all these phases that the keys then go through
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Cycle are the Tauren. If we look over here on this end, this is

That is the Tauren"s axis. The next one, now what happens is, first the

is, first the Tauren is born, then the Tauren starts its contracting, which means

born, then the Tauren starts its contracting, which means it sparks. And then expanding

point, the whole Tauren will flash off, go return into Source, replicate in Source

you had the Tauren had three Partiki, this one has six Partiki with the

three as the Tauren in the center So, the three is the Divine Constant

two to the Tauren, to Tauren"s Flash Point after its Takeyon Cycle. Each one

the Tauren, to Tauren"s Flash Point after its Takeyon Cycle. Each one of these

for instance the Tauren, which has three Partiki units and its PartikE in the

It"s like two Taurens hooked together. There are two at the center and it"s
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Constant of the Tauren stays the same. So now you have the 6-3-

out as the Tauren with the 45 degree shift in axis going clockwise, which

So, when this Tauren then does its Takeyon Cycle, Takeyon Cycle One, which are
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still inside the Tauren at this point. The Urtha is going through this at

exist around the Tauren and the Yunasai. Now, from here, this occurs ... this

starts with your Tauren, but also remember that the little tiny bit of photo-

PartikE inside the Tauren ... imagine there is this massive one of those that

beyond in the Tauren. So these are outer structures for Urtha, as well as

Page:  193



back to the Tauren and the PartikE at the center of the Tauren and

center of the Tauren and the nine inner and six outer geleziac layers of

inside of the Tauren, and at the same time think about the same structure
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inside of your Tauren, also correspond directly to what takes place inside of a
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inside of the Tauren and the geleziac layers, the 9 inner geleziac layers and
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inside of the Tauren Living Light Seed and how that is actually the template
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enerife, with the Tauren Light Seed and how that built up, ya know, to

you from a Tauren all the way up to the birth of the Yunasai,

Core to the Tauren, to the Core, to the Inner, to the Middle Edons
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center of a Tauren, each one of those layers is considered a Ring. Now,
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to the natural Tauren configuration where you have the three light cells that form
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they make the Tauren, alright? That"s where it starts I"m not going to cover

structure of the Tauren. The Tauren is the living light seed that forms from

the Tauren. The Tauren is the living light seed that forms from the interactions

inside of the Tauren and this thing in the center which is called the

you remember the Tauren has 3 Partiki units and this is where we get

inside of the Tauren that"s a little tiny thing ... well, they"re actually very,

we have the Tauren light cell, its 3 Partiki, and its PartikE photo-generator

thing is the Tauren. Here"s where we begin to show you the geleziac layers.
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inside of the Tauren living light seed and that is the start of the

that forms a Tauren for that level that forms this whole structure But these
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core of the Tauren and they also become, once this structure is expanded out

which a single Tauren light seed, with its little PartikE at its center, the

pulsing of the Tauren creates what is called a Takeyon cycle, a Ta-key-
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have a Tauren. It pulses 12 times and it makes 144 sparks and

which is the Tauren, which has three Partiki, not two like a vesicapisces artificial

Partiki phasing, to Tauren, to Takeyon cycles-which are spark generation cycles that allow
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center of the Tauren light unit, there"s also key generation that occurs on massive

inside of the Tauren. So there"s a whole bunch of graphs that eventually we"ll
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had here the Tauren light seed. I"ll start here and I"ll end up here

they split.. the Tauren, that"s the light seed we just talked about When it

We have the Tauren, we have the Diad, we have the Miad, we have

Partiki in the Tauren. Now we"re up to 144. This shows the numerical progression

birth to the Tauren. So, between axis one and two, you have a Takeyon
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inside of the Tauren, which was the first little axis one thing inside of
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center of the Tauren. Now, you"re looking at that and saying, somewhere in there
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birth of the Tauren. We already did that since Tenerife Then you have the

you have the Tauren cycle. It"s called the Starborn cycle from the Tauren-axis

cycle from the Tauren-axis one-through axis nine, which is back to axis

formed from its Tauren, then you go through what"s called the Lifeborn cycle. So,

birth of the Tauren. Then you have the Starborn cycle, where it builds up

down to its Tauren, this is expansion one here ... notice these are Kathara
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go from the Tauren to the Starborn cycle through the Lifeborn cycle. This is

up to the Tauren, the Starborn cycle up to the birth of the seed
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in which the Tauren is formed, way back at the beginning of the Starborn

We have the Tauren forming there. Now, the Tauren goes through its series from

there. Now, the Tauren goes through its series from axis one ... now zero

birth of the Tauren. That takes place between axis zero and one. When we

is where the Tauren is. This is the first Takeyon cycle. Which means each

occurs from the Tauren, up to the process of building quantum enough to where
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everything from the Tauren light seed all the way up through the creation of

creation of the Tauren, through the creation of the seed atom, through the creation
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Partiki in the Tauren, are also reflected in and in picture -that is
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and then the Tauren together. Well, there"s a name for that particular unit that
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cycle, and the Tauren light seed cycle. That was actually the cycle where the

one, where the Tauren would be, and this would be Takeyon cycle one, then
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one where the Tauren is, then you have the Tauren cycle. So that would

you have the Tauren cycle. So that would be the SEda cycle, the Tauren

SEda cycle, the Tauren cycle, and the little SEda cycle that started first creation

triad and the Tauren together. In the inner layer domain, you have the RaShala
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core and the Tauren core, is going in the return home direction, as opposed
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center of the Tauren on the microcosm, we were talking about what happens during

pulsing of the Tauren through the geleziac states of the PartikE, created Alon, ShAion

inside of our Taurens and inside perhaps of our atoms But there are also
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that"s inside your Tauren, then imagine this massive Par-TE"-KEi body that is

PartikE inside your Tauren, but there are also key manufacturing lines in the larger

Page:  341



configuration, or a Taurentype shape, and the two that phase are known as the

planet Because Earth"s Tauren is upside down at this point, and harnessed by the
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Partiki to its Tauren, all the way up to its Eukatharista Body levels and
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back to the Tauren and back to Source. So it is the beginning of
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with understanding the Tauren and understanding the Starborn cycle. And then there is
something

Source and your Tauren Light Seed and then you have your Eukatharista Outer Bodies
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birth of the Tauren and that starts what is called the Starborn Cycle and
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birth to the Tauren and it all eventually gives birth to the structure, the
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the 3-seeded Tauren and the other 2 groups would have a Bi-Veca
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to your first Tauren Light seed and all of that So it is really
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back to the Tauren and to Source. If you block the Prana Seed, it
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mechanics from the Tauren- upside down Tauren, the whole thing we talked about in

Tauren- upside down Tauren, the whole thing we talked about in Tenerife as far
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center of the Tauren ... this is where from the 1st Partiki the Tauren

1st Partiki the Tauren Light Seed is formed And we covered the Tauren Light

we covered the Tauren Light Seed information in Tenerife as well I believe and

shape of the Tauren Light Seed. You had the 3 E-Na"s which are

formation of the Tauren that were on all those little windows on the last

Seed of the Tauren is a Tri-Veca configuration made of3 Partiki, not 21ike



inside of the Tauren Photo-Generator Cell and it is that Photo-Generator Cell

there, from the Tauren if we remember how the Tauren contracts and expands and

remember how the Tauren contracts and expands and when it contracts it makes Sparks

looking at the Tauren with the PartikE and what you are seeing here is

of the whole Tauren Light Seed, but here you are seeing the 9 inner
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inside of the Tauren Light Seed. You have your 9 inner geleziac layers and

PartikE of a Tauren right This is the 9 inner layers, then layers 10,
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inside of the Tauren Light Seed. So what you have here are, I will

Cycles of the Tauren Light Unit The reason it"s important to remind you ...

making Sparks, the Tauren Light Seed generates its own quantum and at a certain

Body. But the Tauren little Light Seed creates, generates quantum. It is the Photo-

Point in the Tauren or in the center of the Tauren, in the center

center of the Tauren, in the center of the PartikE and it allows the

allows the entire Tauren to flash off, go back into Source and replicate. Its
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Triad then the Tauren forms From the Tauren going in and replicating and then

forms From the Tauren going in and replicating and then coming back out with

just like the Tauren is a tiny little Light Seed that has the PartikE

PartikE inside the Tauren. This becomes the structure of the larger body of the

cycles of the Tauren doing its Key Cycle, reaching a Flash Point, going in,

you have the Tauren Light Seed. The Tauren expands and contracts, makes its Key

Light Seed. The Tauren expands and contracts, makes its Key Generation Cycle by making

form Takeyons. The Tauren reaches a Flash Point, goes in, completely disappears, goes back

out That"s the Tauren, replicates times 2, finishes its cycle, comes back out as
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one ... the Tauren had 3 Partiki and 1 PartikE. The Diad had 6

Triad to the Tauren all the way up through where you get to the

PartikE of the Tauren through these expansions, replication expansions, they replicate a
specific way.

to form the Tauren. There is a 45o shift at the next axis and

So if the Tauren"s top is pointing here, it"s vertical right? The 45o going
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one as the Tauren but it would also be the 9th thing that happens

that of the Tauren, alright So it is important in what direction these things

Seed of the Tauren in the Planet that has caused so much of the

in which the Tauren Light Seed is born; then the cycling of the Tauren

cycling of the Tauren to create all the way up to the Rosetta in
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center of the Tauren but it"s BIG, alright It"s much bigger. The little tiny
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PartikE in the Tauren had Key Lines, it has Fire Chambers, 12 Fire Chambers.

was to the Tauren and the Seed atom It is the connection from the
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inside of the Tauren but it isn"t tiny, it is much bigger and it
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created from the Tauren created the Seed atom, Partiki created the Tauren, the Tauren

Partiki created the Tauren, the Tauren created the Seed atom, Seed atom created the

the Tauren, the Tauren created the Seed atom, Seed atom created the Par-TE"-
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seed atom and Tauren and Source First Creation point via the Core Prana Seed
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atom and the Tauren and Source First Creation point via the Prana seed Eiron
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and through the Tauren light seed and into the first creation point first PartikE
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the light seed Tauren is born to the StarBorn cycle where the Rosetta and
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back in the Tauren, alright? So, this is like a larger version of what

cycles of the Tauren, you have the Prana and the Mana form from what

information on the Tauren phasing and the key generation process, the little tiny process

field around the Tauren, the Tauren"s PartikE, there is also a Oriea field which



the Tauren, the Tauren"s PartikE, there is also a Oriea field which is considered
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center of a Tauren, you know, tri-veca structure you have a PartikE in

PartikE in the Tauren. What you have in the center of the Prana seed
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back to the Tauren, going all the way back to Source, right, so it
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right through the Tauren and then back to Source. So, this is the outer
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relation to your Tauren light seed and all of those kind of things, alright

and made the Tauren, way back at the beginning of the StarBorn cycle. So,

that creates the Tauren for the outer domains, and that creates the seed atom
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here is the Tauren, here would be the Yunasai inner seed atom, here would

and forms the Tauren and that leads up to the 6 Takeyon cycles plus

and then the Tauren emerged, you know, and then that created this. So at
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light seed; your Tauren Light Seed and how the PartikE phased in order to

PartikE of the Tauren. You have what are called Key Lines. Because that is
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before that the Tauren, which is the Core Light Seed past the Seed Atom
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talking about the Tauren Light Seed, there is a description of the type of
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1 Axis-1 Tauren Living Light Seed StarSpark- Unit T 3 PKI TKC-1
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birth of the Tauren light seed. We go all the way to first creation

that become the Tauren light seed, from which the rest of the outer light

births out the Tauren. There"s a whole big bunch of stuff it does from

out as the Tauren. This is where you find out what the word Cousha
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triad forms the Tauren light seed. We"ll see that in a minute. That is

us from the Tauren light seed up into the formation of the first Seed
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it formed the Tauren, which is the process we have discussed more than once
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out as the Tauren light seed. Right in between there and there, there is

. how the Tauren began to be born. That was without even showing the

triad, and the Tauren being born. The Tauren that we spoke about was the

being born. The Tauren that we spoke about was the Tauren light seed, and

about was the Tauren light seed, and that is its configuration. That"s three Partiki,

center of the Tauren light seed, and the PartikE is what is called a
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second Partiki, its Tauren, and then after the Tauren the Starborn cycle, and then

then after the Tauren the Starborn cycle, and then after the Starborn cycle the

birth to the Tauren light seed with the PartikE in the center with the

formation of the Tauren light seed and its PartikE in the center, the PartikE
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we"re at the Tauren light seed, looking at its PartikE, a closer look at

is in the Tauren. Now, these structures are important These are all the breakdowns

center of the Tauren, the little tiny light seed. You can also look at



Back to the Tauren light seed and the PartikE that would have its 151ayers
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is from the Tauren light seed, we"ve got the sparks building quantum, forming what

seed. So the Tauren, that had three Partiki, and one PartikE, after a whole

generation from the Tauren. Takeyon cycles ... there are numerous Takeyon cycles, and
through

starts with the Tauren. The Tauren core structure goes all the way up to

the Tauren. The Tauren core structure goes all the way up to the formation

built from the Tauren. There"s this whole set of stuff that happens during a
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cycle, where the Tauren has phased, and it goes through its key generation cycles,
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cycle of the Tauren in its little PartikE. But, that is the same thing

PartikE of the Tauren, and then eventually there"s a ftashpointwhere there"s so much
quantum

Partiki of the Tauren ... they do it by Partiki count So, the Tauren

count So, the Tauren had three, so the next one has two sets of
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by which the Tauren is born .. the Tauren is born and it is

born .. the Tauren is born and it is born on this axis. That"s

Kathara Grids, the Tauren Kathara Grid, this would be its top, this would be
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level was the Tauren cycle that was the three Partiki. We won"t count the

out from the Tauren. This progressive expansion ... and it"s interesting It goes from
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PartikE inside the Tauren looked like- this is the big version of it, much,

PartikE inside the Tauren. Graph [OVD-R 1 sat-3 9715 50] There
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version of the Tauren. The Prana Seed receives the energy coming from these things
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cycle into the Tauren seed which is connected to the Cousha which is connected



directly to the Tauren, is connected directly to Source. And this is moving from
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triad, in the Tauren birth. That one happens in there. There"s four more cycles

it birthed our Tauren cycle, and that whole Starborn cycle, up to where we
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to spark the Tauren behind it What comes out is a full, what is
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in to the Tauren, the Tauren contracts all the way in to Source, and

the Tauren, the Tauren contracts all the way in to Source, and they do

right after the Tauren. I think it"s stage five So the Monadic configuration, the
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body of the Tauren and going back from the Seed Atom all the way
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Tauren and back into the first creation point This is a
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you"d have the Tauren birthing over here, you"d have the Yunasai birthed say here.
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through a first Tauren, coming in to a core cycle but at the same
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birth of the Tauren was created. Through the Triad sparking, first, once an Atmic

in and the Tauren births out, right. Well there"s a whole bunch of stuff

in, before the Tauren births ouLcause I do believe they happen simultaneously. What"s going

birth of the Tauren. The same process happens once for each of the Domains,

So from the Tauren we learned about the Geleziac layers, the 15 Geleziac Layers

Door, before the Tauren is actually birthed back out, all right. Next one please.

graph) From the Tauren and the Light Body evolution, we went through the whole

Triad to the Tauren, all of it went up to the Seed Atom and
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goes before the Tauren is born, this becomes a Crystal. And that is the

Door while the Tauren is getting ready to be birthed out, all right? Next



inside of the Tauren in the first place. This is connected to something. These
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made before the Tauren Light Seed is born. And it is a thing that
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get to the Tauren, then what? Then you get that place that is where

is where the Tauren and the Creation Point meet the Spiritual Body. So these
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birth out the Tauren. But hold it right there ... went back in ...

births out the Tauren. Now I will try to describe this information Some of
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at which point Tauren pops out, but this is what"s going on behind that,

starts before the Tauren comes back out First we have the Partikl1, Partikl 2
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expansion, before the Tauren is even born out. But there are other ones that
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of the first Tauren, and it is created ... I"m not sure exactly at

point yet the Tauren births out, but this stuff happens before the Tauren births

happens before the Tauren births out, all right. Those 3 Partikl, uh 2 Partikl
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becomes later the Tauren that will ... that allows for Perpetual Motion and Eternal
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birth of the Tauren getting ready to happen, right? I don"t know what point
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as where the Tauren is born at some point in that process as the

and then the Tauren is born. I think this and the Tauren, yeah, ok

this and the Tauren, yeah, ok thank you. I"m gett"n it as we go,

all right. The Tauren ... as the Tauren births out after it goes through

... as the Tauren births out after it goes through the 7 Suns replications

Body and the Tauren birth simultaneously, where you get the Spirit Body and the

Cycle of the Tauren and all that stuff The 4, 5 and 6 Layers,



partikE inside the Tauren and also the Par-TE"-KEi Fire Lines in the
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to the first Tauren and the first Ecousha Krystal. But before we can go

stop at the Tauren, those set of 3 little Partikl together. So to drive

we approach the Tauren, all of a sudden, we"ve gone so, so fast we

center of the Tauren in order to get back into the center, where we"ll

PartikE, through the Tauren. On the other side, as we"re approaching the Eye of
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creation of the Tauren Light Seed if we"ll recall. After the Triad was created,

Light Seed, the Tauren Light Seed from which the StarBorn Cycle emerges. Just wanted

that created the Tauren. The reason we want you to touch base here, when

planetary with the Tauren, is because to understand the planetary fields we need to

creation of the Tauren, when you had the Partikl Triad set making 1, 2

we had the Tauren and the Tauren phasing that create the Keys, the Harmonic

Tauren and the Tauren phasing that create the Keys, the Harmonic Keys and all

part of the Tauren Light Seed. It is that particular 15 geleziac layer structure

point of the Tauren formation but after the Tauren goes through its StarBorn Cycle

but after the Tauren goes through its StarBorn Cycle and gets up to the
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starting with the Tauren. There is another set that we"ll learn about tomorrow that

even before the Tauren is born, that is where the Spiritual Body Seed is

PartikE of the Tauren ... [Ash taking off jacket] here comes the wave,

remember after the Tauren was created, the Tauren goes through phase cycles where it

was created, the Tauren goes through phase cycles where it creates Sparks that create

generated by the Tauren forming Keys, which are Sparks, the Tauren pulses, it contracts

are Sparks, the Tauren pulses, it contracts in and makes Sparks and then pulses

Key cycles, the Tauren and its content actually pop into Source. They go through

that formed the Tauren, then the access 1 that was the Zero Point access

finally makes the Tauren, it comes into formation of the Tauren, where the Triad

formation of the Tauren, where the Triad pops in and then pops back out

and forms the Tauren at this axis, so there is a 45o CW rotation

cycle, birthed the Tauren. The Tauren goes through a whole set of Key Generation

the Tauren. The Tauren goes through a whole set of Key Generation cycles and



started with that Tauren and that"s where we first saw the 15 geleziac layers.
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which is the Tauren is born, that brought us up to the StarBorn cycle

of- from the Tauren births the Seed Atom, the Yunasai Seed Atom and the
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sphere in the Tauren Light Seed. Well, when the Yunasai gets done with its

is if the Tauren was a little tiny thing, the Yunasai- now remember the

now remember the Tauren was the little tiny thing in the centre of the
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the little tiny Tauren, but when you"re talking about the larger RaSha Body they
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you have the Tauren creating up to where you have the Yunasai Seed Atom
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Triad. Before the Tauren forms, before that whole thing, there is a set of

sit between the Tauren, which is the seed for the Light Body and Source,
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back into the Tauren for that domain, and the Tauren connects back in to

domain, and the Tauren connects back in to the Creation Point for that domain-
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birth of the Tauren through the triad. Through Partiki one and Partiki two So

we covered the Tauren, the birth of the Tauren most fully, and whatever was

birth of the Tauren most fully, and whatever was right after that. I can"t

you get the Tauren light seed born and that has the, the PartikE, in

from thefrom the Tauren going up to where the seed atom, the first seed

born from the Tauren. And all of those together create the Yunasai, but the
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minute, as the Tauren, and a 4th time something happens where the whole thing

this is the Tauren, that after it tries to make it"s 4th spark, "
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from which the Tauren births. So, it"s in that little imprint of the Cousha,



and births the Tauren, there"s something that births behind that first and that is

brings out the Tauren. Which is the Tauren light seed. That"s the beginning of

Which is the Tauren light seed. That"s the beginning of the light body structure,

all right. The Tauren is what is called a phase generator cell in the

geleziac layers. The Tauren, because of the polarity involved in these, these are called

I have the Tauren showing tiny there? No. I don"t have it in contraction
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creation of the Tauren light seed back in Tenerife We had the 15 geleziac

part of the Tauren. They exist within the Tauren here, all right. So, this

exist within the Tauren here, all right. So, this area here would be the

units of the Tauren. Now, the Tauren is a specific quantum. Each one of

Tauren. Now, the Tauren is a specific quantum. Each one of these sparks or
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talked about the Tauren, right. That"s just The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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version of the Tauren and we"re giving you a larger version of the PartikE

inside of the Tauren, all right, so that, this here is actually that little

inside of the Tauren light unit What this is just, this whole sequence is

you have your Tauren. When the Tauren pulls together, the three E-Na pull

Tauren. When the Tauren pulls together, the three E-Na pull together and spark,

they call the Tauren a photo generator cell because this quantum that is happening

structure of the Tauren that allows for the contraction where sparks happen, and then

expansions of the Tauren, all right? Now those 12 sparks, once, this is the
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sparking of the Tauren and self generation by friction and compression and expansion of

expands from the Tauren. By which the Tauren starts, the triad forms the Tauren

By which the Tauren starts, the triad forms the Tauren and the Tauren, through

triad forms the Tauren and the Tauren, through its pulsing and spark generation creates

Tauren and the Tauren, through its pulsing and spark generation creates takeyon cycles by
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form around the Tauren and all sorts of things which is very detailed stuff

be it the Tauren, lets say, it all goes in and replicates times 2,
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to form the Tauren, and then right in between here and here is where

there, creates, births Tauren. Tauren starts its pulse phasing where it generates sparks and

pulls in, the Tauren pulls in and comes back out It comes back out

So, when the Tauren replicates, it comes back out and it has itself with

three of the Tauren always stays in the middle. This would be the three

triad creating the Tauren. That creates the diad, that creates the miad, that creates
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core where the Tauren was the first seed of the core, out to the

seed cycle the Tauren was born on this axis. So, axis 1 would be

would be the Tauren axis. And it went from being this size to the

size to the Tauren being this size. This is showing the same thing you
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starting with the Tauren, it does keep going through pulse cycles and it will

dealing with the Tauren and how the Tauren, through its pulsing and generating sparks

and how the Tauren, through its pulsing and generating sparks creates progressive
replications of

we had the Tauren, this would be access one, the Tauren. Here would be

access one, the Tauren. Here would be the access of the diad, the miad,

cycle of the Tauren, and then the takeyon cycle of the diad, so takeyon
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That"s where the Tauren was born and that"s the cycle of the Tauren. Then

cycle of the Tauren. Then this would be where the diad"s formed, the cycle

of expansion from Tauren all the way up to the final phase when you
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formation of the Tauren, and that has an opposite polarity. That has the negative
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inside of the Tauren, actually becomes the large structure of the larger body at

birth of the Tauren. You had the Starborn cycle that took you up to

center of the Tauren. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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center of the Tauren, and these become important because it is these three sets



back to the Tauren and back to Source. So, there is a Prana exchange
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and to the Tauren behind that, and back into Source. So, we"ll talk about

in the little Tauren, but now they"re in large krystals, in sets of 121arge

form between the Tauren and the triad. So, anyway, back to RaSha body- RaSha
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in to the Tauren and all those kind of things. The Prana seed, and

starting with the Tauren, right, with its contraction and expansion, contraction and expansion,
begins
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level in the Tauren, all the way up through the seed atom to actually

we have the Tauren going up into building the seed atom. And the first
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lead to the Tauren the creation point door, all right And that"s what like
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down to the Tauren, the Tauren sends it back into the spirit body that

the Tauren, the Tauren sends it back into the spirit body that we didn"t
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back into the Tauren, and the Tauren pulls back into Source, so everybody takes

Tauren, and the Tauren pulls back into Source, so everybody takes a step back

in, when the Tauren did its phase cycle, went from the Tauren, the diad,

went from the Tauren, the diad, the miad and the Monad. That first configuration
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PartikE inside the Tauren, where you had the density levels broken down where density

thing inside the Tauren. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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there at the Tauren and births all the way up through the Control, which
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beginnings of the Tauren and the First Partikl. .. next one. [graph] [
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right, where the Tauren is born and all that stuff, this would be the
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Body before the Tauren Light Seed is fully born, that they ... leave it
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manifestation of the Tauren, but after the first triad is formed and begins its

We know the Tauren is the light body, so I"m still in the space
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eventually form the Tauren, etc All right, so we get that far There"s a

ball on the Tauren, on that diagram that we"ve seen. Ow. For some reason
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point that the Tauren light body is also born, or the Tauren of the

born, or the Tauren of the light body is also born. The MCEO Freedom
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but before the Tauren is born. So, we basically have the power of 1-

and before the Tauren is born. There are a set of- once the original

of which the Tauren is born. In this first thing would be the Cousha
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literally before the Tauren is born, before the light body structure is born and

is where the Tauren light seed is born. So, first we were going, they"ll
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first, behind the Tauren in the creation point, and opening them, and they will

get to the Tauren and the Starborn cycle and all of that, and the
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have the incarnate Tauren self down here in density one, and then if you"re
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is born, the Tauren is born over here. So, this one would actually be

behind where the Tauren is born. If the next thing that gets born is

light body- the Tauren ... I"m still stumbling with this stuff I do believe

is behind the Tauren. There would be another one here, where we"re transferring from

Page:  332



Body, or the Tauren, is born. And from there the Light Body structure is
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starting with the Tauren. But it sequenced the information together very, very well so
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things about the Tauren. We introduced the Tauren Living Light Seed in the Tenerife

We introduced the Tauren Living Light Seed in the Tenerife workshop in February of2006,

this was the Tauren Light Seed, and it"s actually quite small. Well, it depends

that created the Tauren. There"s a whole bunch of things called the SEd a

birth of the Tauren before the whole Light Body Starborn Cycle occurred. So I

talked about the Tauren before, particularly if you want to look, if you haven"t

learned about the Tauren Living Light Seed with its three Ena, which are Partikl.

sparks of the Tauren Light Seed. But the most important part when we"re going

talked about the Tauren. Because we have the three Partikl, but in the center
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learned bout the Tauren that we"re just learning about now. But these geleziac layers,

inside of the Tauren. Well, if you took these three balls away and just

start with the Tauren to remind you of where we first saw these 15

of the first Tauren from the first Partikl1 and Partikl 2 sparking, the building
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structure of the Tauren started, but to this whole massive structure of what is

part of the Tauren and looking at this would be the same thing. We

inside of the Tauren. And the thing about PartikE and Par-TE"-Kei, which

sparking. When the Tauren we"ve talked about before-the Tauren little light unit-it

about before-the Tauren little light unit-it contracts and pulls in toward the

does inside the Tauren, but they do it on a massive level. If we
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inside of the Tauren, the same structure applies to these larger fields in our
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about with the Tauren Light Cell and how it contracts, and that"s what it

center of the Tauren and that"s what creates, it"s the pulsing of the Tauren

pulsing of the Tauren that creates the sparks that build to form Keys that
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eventually having a Tauren and a Light Body. We are in the process now

PartikE in the Tauren. Next one please. Uh-Oh, here comes a wave. I"m

here was the Tauren and that"s its axis, right. And that"s the size of

size of the Tauren and the process of Harmonic Key Generation and then Keys
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birth to the Tauren with it"s first Photo-generator Cell and then the Tauren

and then the Tauren did a times two replication, created the Diad, where the

Diad, where the Tauren had three Partikl and one PartikE. Now they go on

Light Cell, the Tauren, progressively expands quantum and size, and grows to become what

Cycle, and the Tauren was a part of the Core Domain Cycle. There are

right here your Tauren Light Unit at this axis, with it"s top here, that

you have the Tauren here, then the cycle of the Tauren pulsing would be

cycle of the Tauren pulsing would be here so that"s Takeyon Cycle 1. At

Cycle 1 the Tauren pulls in and does a times 2 replication, comes back
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Light Seed, the Tauren Light Seed and this is where the Spiritual Body is

sparks, and the Tauren was born. We jumped over the SEda Cycle because it

would be the Tauren Cycle, second one would be the Diad, third would be

here before the Tauren was born. And when the Light Body expands all the
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would be the Tauren all doing this at the same time? Ash Not exactly.

out as the Tauren Light Unit. So that was the one little thing that
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about how the Tauren worked and how it generated sparks specifically and how much

center of the Tauren, that 15 geleziac layer thing. So that has the 12

that when the Tauren squeezes in and rubs against the 15 geleziac layers, it
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Yeah. Once that Tauren hits its Flash Point because it generated enough it goes

Is it the Tauren? Is it the PartikE inside the Tauren? Not sure. This

PartikE inside the Tauren? Not sure. This has to do with Spirit Body anatomy

Triad formed the Tauren, and then we had the Starborn Cycle, but in between

different-from the Tauren to the Diad to the Miad to the Monad-they"re
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forms Before the Tauren is born the entire Spirit Body is born and right

when the little Tauren Light Body births at its center and that"s when the
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Partikl1 to the Tauren yet, because we"re going to get there. That"s where we

they form the Tauren but we"ll get there. But that would be the SEda

Then, from the Tauren, where the Tauren is born at Axis 1, remember the

Tauren, where the Tauren is born at Axis 1, remember the Axis 1 with
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inside of the Tauren is now the ParTE"-Kei, which is a huge light
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got, say the Tauren Light Seed was birthed here- this is without even getting

goes from its Tauren to its Seed Atom and goes through into its Eyugha
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birth of the Tauren. And it gets really neat, because at that point when
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that"s where the Tauren would be born, and then you"d have the Diad and

birth of the Tauren there"s other things that happen. If we go back to
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you have a Tauren and that leads to a Seed Atom and that leads

Birth of the Tauren on axis-1 and that starts the 1st Takeyon Cycle.
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Birth of the Tauren, so that we"d at least get the concept of Light
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later when the Tauren gets born, and they become the 3 ENA Partikl Sparks

Sparks in the Tauren. But before any of that happens, these 3 where we
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stages from the Tauren to the Diad to the Miad to the Monad. And

because remember the Tauren is not even born yet on the Light Body side
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PartikE in the Tauren Light Seed. The AmourA Body begins its journey from manifest-
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Body. Before the Tauren is born, the Spirit Seed Atom forms This gets interesting
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is before the Tauren was ever born or any of that And that is
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the center the Tauren is born, so the Tauren births as this births. And

born, so the Tauren births as this births. And the Tauren is like a

births. And the Tauren is like a tiny little spark of this Massive Entity

you"d have the Tauren in the Center. But this is the Big One, the

started with the Tauren a long time ago before there was a lot more
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understanding of- from Tauren Light Body through the Rasha Body and what that does,
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birth of the Tauren and then the Light Body Structure. I want to go
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and then the Tauren grows and then the Light Body grows from that, and
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and the little Tauren births at the center, then there"s little cycles of the

be a little Tauren Light Seed born and from that will be a Light

one where the Tauren is born on axis# 1, that is the axis that

and the little Tauren Light Seed birth out at the same time. And that
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point where the Tauren Light Seed is first born which is right at the

forms around the Tauren, where the Tauren would be a tiny little thing inside

Tauren, where the Tauren would be a tiny little thing inside of it So
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to birth of Tauren Living Light Seed Tauren Axis-1 to Axis" 1/9"

Living Light Seed Tauren Axis-1 to Axis" 1/9" to birth of Rosetta
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Spirit Body & Tauren-3 Light Seed EtorA Axis-2 birth point ~ Diad-
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grows from the Tauren out through the Diad, the Miad, the Monad, and all

born. And the Tauren is born at the center of the ELum-Eiradhona and

Eiradhona and the Tauren is the first light unit from which the Light Body
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in from the Tauren. So, all of this fits together, and it comes out
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things from the Tauren all the way up to the Yunasai, to the Big
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we prepare our Tauren to purge out anything that is not of the Original
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of purging our Tauren body, do we need to know where all the emotional
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